Almost by accident, copyright has concluded that copyright law is for humans only: reading performed by computers doesn't count as infringement. Conceptually, this makes sense: copyright's ideal of romantic readership involves humans writing for other humans. But in an age when more and more manipulation of copyrighted works is carried out by automated processes, this split between human reading (infringement) and robotic reading (exempt) has odd consequences and creates its own tendencies toward a copyright system in which humans occupy a surprisingly peripheral place. This essay describes the shifts in fair use law that brought us here and reflects on the role of robots in copyright's cosmology.
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I. Human Copyright

Quietly, invisibly, almost by accident, copyright has concluded that reading by robots doesn’t count. Infringement is for humans only; when computers do it, it’s fair use. This is an essay about how it happened, and some implications of the shift.

To understand robotic readership, we should start by talking about human authorship, or more specifically, the ideal of “romantic”
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1. I will use “reading” generically to refer to the whole range of ways in which one can experience a work: reading, listening, watching, glancing, observing from all angles, and so on. For reasons that will become clear, textual works are at the heart of the transformation this essay traces. I will also use “robot” to refer to computer programs as well as mechanical devices; that usage fight has already been lost.
authorship. The name is not to suggest that there something swoon-inducing about picking up a pen, but rather that the sort of creativity copyright concerns itself with is the product of a specific human mind. To quote a famous passage from Justice Holmes,

The copy is the personal reaction of an individual upon nature. Personality always contains something unique. It expresses its singularity even in handwriting, and a very modest grade of art has in it something irreducible, which is one man's alone. That something he may copyright . . .

Human readership, on this view, is engagement with an author’s expression. Copyright insists, for example, that substantial similarity for infringement purposes is a matter of readers’ perceptions of works, rather than inhering in the works themselves. To quote an equally famous passage from Judge Learned Hand, a defendant’s work infringes on the plaintiff’s if “the ordinary observer, unless he set out to detect the disparities, would be disposed to overlook them, and regard their aesthetic appeal as the same.” In an important sense, copyright embraces an ideal of romantic readership that is the dual of romantic authorship. What readers are deemed to care about in a copyrightable work of authorship as a copyrightable work – what makes it valuable to them as copyright’s ideal readers –


is the author’s originality. Hand’s “aesthetic appeal” to readers is Holmes’s author’s “personal reaction of an individual upon nature.” This is why similarities to the unoriginal portions of a plaintiff’s work cannot support an infringement action, even if they are what make the work distinctive or drive its sales. Copyright’s romantic readers are drawn to a work because something of the author’s unique humanity (as expressed in the work) resonates with their own.

In a world of books and other pre-digital technologies, “copyright . . . left reading, listening, and viewing unconstrained.” Ordinary acts of reading did not result in any new copies, and hence did not trigger any of the copyright owner’s exclusive rights, nor did readers have access to technologies that would have made copying easy. So the boundary between authors and readers was clear and simple: authors made copies regulated by the copyright system, while readers did not make copies and existed outside its formal bounds. Modern media technologies from the VCR onwards have made reader copying much easier, and digital media technologies often make copies as part of the ordinary reading or playback process. The result is that readers now regularly attract copyright’s attention; fair use has stepped in to ensure that ordinary acts of reading remain noninfringing.

Now for the third participant in copyright’s eternal triangle. In Holmes’s words, “[o]ne who has slavishly or mechanically copied from others

6. See Arnstein v. Porter, 154 F.2d 464, 473 (2d Cir. 1946) (phrasing infringement test as “whether defendant took from plaintiff’s works so much of what is pleasing to the ears of lay listeners, who comprise the audience for whom such popular music is composed”).

7. See, e.g., Kohus v. Mariol, 328 F.3d 848, 855 (6th Cir. 2003) (a court in an infringement case must “filter out the unoriginal, unprotected elements” of the plaintiff’s works before assessing similarity).


may not claim to be an author.” 12 We have another name for a “slavish copyist”: an infringer. Authors create; readers read; copyists infringe. But this is not quite all, because the line between infringer and author is contestable. It is one thing to say that a pirate printer reaps where she has not sown, but what about the writer of a critical review? She is both a copyist and a creator. Whenever copyright can recognize in a copyist the same attributes it admires in authors, it resolves this tension in her favor by means of fair use. 13 After a few detours along the way, 14 the courts have settled on asking whether the defendant’s use is “transformative” of the plaintiff’s expression. In the words of Judge Pierre Leval, who articulated the concept:

The use must be productive and must employ the quoted matter in a different manner or for a different purpose from the original. . . . If . . . the secondary use adds value to the original— if the quoted matter is used as raw material, transformed in the creation of new information, new aesthetics, new insights and understandings—this is the very type of activity that the fair use doctrine intends to protect for the enrichment of society. 15

Fair use in this vein turns on whether the defendant’s use qualifies her as an author in her own right, one who stands on her own creative feet in crafting a work whose appeal to audiences derives from her own expression, rather than the expression of the pre-existing materials she has recast and adapted. The canonical expression of the idea is the Supreme Court’s decision in Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music, which held that 2 Live Crew’s filthy rap version of the Roy Orbison song “Pretty Woman” was a fair use. 16

13. See, e.g., Abraham Drassinower, What’s Wrong with Copying? 78 (2015) (“[T]he defense is not about undoing or overlooking a wrong for reasons extraneous to authorship itself . . . . It is as if, upon hearing the plaintiff’s complaint, the defendant were to say: ‘. . . I am equally an author’”).
This is the traditional shape of copyright: it protects humans writing for humans. Transformative fair users are simultaneously readers and authors; human authorship is ultimately about human readership. Some author-focused accounts of copyright downplay the reader’s agency in this engagement: she is treated as a “passive consumer of copyrighted works as entertainment commodities . . . no different from the consumer of any other good.” But other accounts recognize that readers actively engage with works: they choose what to read, and when, and how; they communicate with others with and about works; they express themselves using works in ways that fall short of full authorship in the transformative-use sense. Scholars have described the richness of readers’ experiences, emphasizing the ways in which reading is a human activity: it engages our facilities as thinking, feeling, embodied beings, and is crucial to our development as fully realized and socially embedded individuals. These scholars agree that engagement with expression is the core of copyright; the difference is that they describe how copyright law can stand in the way of this engagement rather than just promoting it. Copyright’s friends, enemies, and frenemies alike tell a story about expressive reading.

II. Robotic Copyright

Digital technologies challenge this story in two respects. Qualitatively, they make it possible to use works in new ways; Quantitatively, they make

17. Joseph P. Liu, Copyright Law’s Theory of the Consumer, 44 B.C. L. Rev. 397, 402 (describing this as the “‘couch potato” view” of readership).
18. Id. at 406–20.
21. The useful distinction between “expressive” and “non-expressive” uses comes from Matthew Sag, Copyright and Copy-Reliant Technology, 103 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1607, 1624–28 (2009). See also Maurizio Borghi & Stavroula Karapapa, Non-Display Uses of Copyright Works: Google Books and Beyond, 1 Queen Mary J. Intell. Prop. 21, 23 (2011) (defining category of “non-display uses”); id. at 43 (distinguishing “uses on works” from “uses of works”).
it possible to use works on a much greater scale. I would like to trace these
two trends, and especially their intersection. When you combine non-
expressive uses and bulk copying, you obtain a form of reading that can
only be carried out by robots. The idea of transformative fair use has itself
been transformed to deal with such reading.

A. Non-Expressive Reading

The point of departure is Sega v. Accolade. Accolade was a videogame
publisher; it wanted to sell versions of its games that would run on a Sega
Genesis console. Rather than pay a licensing fee to Sega, Accolade took
three of Sega’s games and reverse engineered them to understand the tech-
nical details of how they communicated with the Genesis. This process
necessarily involved copying and analyzing large sections of the Sega
games’ software, but at the end of the process, Accolade’s actual games in-
cluded only trivially tiny excerpts from Sega’s.

Accolade’s practice poses two challenges for a strict transformative fair
use analysis. Accolade’s games did not comment on or modify the expres-
sion in Sega’s games in any meaningful sense, while its reverse engineering
process involved extensive literal copying. Accolade thus made two uses,
neither of which was a clear fit for transformative fair use. The games were
too far removed from Sega’s; the reverse engineering copies were too
close.

The court’s response was clear and sensible. Accolade’s games had no
need of fair use in the first place, while the reverse engineering was a
form of “intermediate copying” protected by fair use. The copying was
“the only way to gain access to the ideas and functional elements embodied
in a copyrighted computer program.” Accolade was like a book critic

24. Id. at 1514.
25. Id. at 1515–16.
26. Id. at 1523 (assuming in passing that Accolade’s games were “not substantially simi-
lar” to Sega’s—and thus by implication were non-infringing).
27. Id. at 1521–27.
28. Id. at 1527.
who starts by photocopying pages to spread on her floor as she annotates their inconsistencies and hypocrisies. Intermediate copying for a wholly non-infringing purpose is as permissible as intermediate copying for a transformatively fair one.

It is easy to see how Accolade fits cleanly into the conception of a creator rather than a slavish copyist.\textsuperscript{29} The court’s reasoning, however, also says something about Accolade as a reader. Accolade’s employees studied the Sega games closely, but not in the way a consumer would, by playing them for entertainment. Thus, Accolade was not using Sega’s games for their protected \textit{expressive} content, but simply to extract some unprotected functional \textit{non-expressive} information contained within them. The human audience at the end of the line—Accolade’s customers—never received access to Sega’s expression.

This is a lot to say about video games four generations out of date. But the conceptual twist in \textit{Sega v. Accolade} is crucial, because it stands for the principle that non-expressive reading does not count as infringement.\textsuperscript{30} That principle is much broader than software; it applies whenever there is something to be learned about a copyrighted work other than its expressive authorship.\textsuperscript{31} And that, as we will see, is \textit{all the time}.

\textsuperscript{29} See id. at 1523 (describing Accolade’s entry as a “legitimate competitor in the field of Genesis-compatible video games”).

\textsuperscript{30} See generally Sag, \textit{Copy-Reliant Technology}, supra note 21, at 1639 (arguing for a “general principle of nonexpressive use” under which “acts of copying which do not communicate the author’s original expression to the public should not be held to constitute copyright infringement”).

\textsuperscript{31} It is also in some respects a narrower principle than intermediate copying. Consider \textit{Fox Broadcasting Co. v. Dish Network L.C.C.}, where the defendant sold digital video recorders capable of automatically skipping commercial breaks and also made “quality assurance” copies of television programs, used only internally at its own facilities, to ensure that the commercial-skipping feature worked properly in consumers’ homes. 905 F. Supp. 2d 1088, 1094–96 (C.D. Cal. 2012), aff’d, 747 F.3d 1060 (9th Cir. 2013). The commercial skipping feature was fair use, \textit{id}. at 1106, so the logic of intermediate copying would have said that the quality assurance copies were, too. But the court held that they were not: they were commercial and nontransformative and threatened the market for the television programs. \textit{id}. at 1104–06. Under the logic of non-expressive use, this result is easier to justify: the defendant’s employees actually viewed the quality assurance copies and they were used as part of a system helping consumers make expressive uses as well.
The paradigm cases of transformative fair use, like *Campbell*, involve partial or nonliteral copying: portions of the old work are molten down and mixed with new elements to make authorship alloys. But another line of cases from the familiar world of humans writing for humans shows that even verbatim uses can be transformative—in Leval’s terminology, the transformation consists of a “different purpose” rather than a “different manner.” The work is given to readers in essentially the same form, but for a very different reason than the one for which it was created. It may be necessary to reproduce a work to prove that it exists, as in *Nuñez v. Caribbean International News Corp.* There, in reporting on a scandal involving nearly-nude photographs of a beauty pageant winner, a newspaper ran several of the photographs alongside its news articles. *Held*, fair use: “[T]he pictures were shown not just to titillate, but also to inform.” Or, as in *Bill Graham Archives v. Dorling Kindersley Ltd.*, the defendant may recontextual-

32. See R. Anthony Reese, *Transformativeness and the Derivative Work Right*, 31 Colum. J.L. & Arts 467, 485 (2008) (“Though transformativeness for fair use analysis could involve both the purpose for which the defendant is using the copyrighted work and the alterations that the defendant has made to that work’s content, the circuit court cases suggest that it is the former, rather than the latter, that really matters.”). It is not obvious that all of these cases should be categorized as “transformative” uses under the first factor rather than harmless noncompeting uses under the fourth factor, but following Leval they have been. See generally *Infinity Broadcast Corp. v. Kirkwood*, 150 F. 3d 104, 108 (2d Cir. 1998) (protesting, against the tide, that “difference in purpose is not quite the same thing as transformation” under *Campbell*); Neil Weinstock Netanel, *Making Sense of Fair Use*, 15 Lewis & Clark L. Rev. 715, 734–46 (2011) (tracing increasing dominance of first-factor “transformative use” paradigm over fourth-factor “market-centered” paradigm).

33. *Nuñez v. Caribbean International News Corp.*, 235 F.3d 18 (1st Cir. 2000). But see *Monge v. Maya Magazines, Inc.*, 688 F. 3d 1164, 1176 (9th Cir. 2012) (gossip magazine’s publication of photographs of a celebrity couple’s secret wedding “did not transform the photos into a new work . . . or incorporate the photos as part of a broader work.”). *Monge* distinguished *Nuñez* on the basis that the controversy there concerned “the salacious photos themselves.” *Id.* at 1175. The newsworthiness fair use cases tend to be factually intensive. Compare, e.g., *Los Angeles News Serv. v. Reuters Television Int’l*, 149 F.3d 987 (9th Cir. 1998) (rebroadcast of video clip of beating of Reginald Denny during the 1992 Los Angeles riots was not fair use), and *Los Angeles News Serv. v. KCAL-TV Channel 9*, 108 F.3d 1119 (9th Cir. 1997) (same), with *Los Angeles News Service v. CBS Broadcasting, Inc.*, 305 F. 3d 924 (9th Cir. 2002) (shorter use of same clip was fair use), amended by 313 F.3d 1093 (9th Cir. 2002).

34. *Nuñez*, 235 F.3d at 22.
ize a work by surrounding it with her own expression.\textsuperscript{35} There, a publisher used reduced-size images of seven Grateful Dead concert posters as part of a 480-page coffee-table book in the form of a timeline. \textit{Held}, the use of the images “as historical artifacts graphically representing the fact of significant Grateful Dead concert events . . . fulfill[ed] [the defendant’s transformative purpose of enhancing the biographical information]” in the book.\textsuperscript{36} Again, these cases easily fit the model of the transformative fair user as an author engaged in the process of creating “new information, new aesthetics, new insights and understandings.”

Combine these different-purpose cases with \textit{Sega’s} idea of intermediate copying for non-expressive uses and you end up with a powerful new principle. Verbatim copying of a complete work will be protected as fair use if the copy is used solely as input to a process that does not itself use the works expressively. Or, to put it a little more provocatively, non-expressive uses \textit{do not count as reading}.\textsuperscript{37} They are not part of the market that copyright cares about, because the author’s market consists only of readers.\textsuperscript{38}

A string of recent cases, for example, deal with the reproduction of journal articles that are prior art for patent applications.\textsuperscript{39} The law firms preparing those applications have generally succeeded in arguing that their reproductions are fair use. The courts easily find that complying with the

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{35} Bill Graham Archives v. Dorling Kindersley Ltd., 448 F.3d 605 (2d Cir. 2006).
\item \textsuperscript{36} Id. at 610.
\item \textsuperscript{37} See Drassinower, supra note 13, at 87 (“[B]ecause a work is a communicative act … [u]ses of the work as a mere pattern of ink, so to speak, in the absence of recommu-
nication, are not uses of the work \textit{as a work}.”)
\item \textsuperscript{38} Cf. Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87, 97 (“There is no evidence that the Authors write with the purpose of enabling text searches of their books.”).
ing cases).
\end{itemize}
legal obligation to attach relevant prior art is a different purpose. But in denying that the law firms and the Patent Office were part of the audience the publishers intended to reach, the courts use language that starts to deny that they are audiences at all. One court explained that “[the law firm’s] use of the Articles is narrower than, and indifferent to, their manner of expression.” Another said that when an applicant submits prior art to the Patent Office, it “is transformed from an item of expressive content to evidence of the facts within it; the expressive content becomes merely incidental.” These cases speak in terms of transformation of the work, but the work itself changes only in the eye of the beholder: a different context or a different mode of reading. To say that a work is no longer “an item of expressive content” is to say that it is no longer being read expressively.

B. Bulk Reading

Now it is time to pick up the other strand of our story: the shift from retail reading to wholesale. Take the search-engine cases, of which Perfect 10 v. Amazon.com is the leading example. Google’s image search engine copies millions of images from across the Internet and shows small “thumbnails”


42. Winstead, 2013 WL 6242843, at *5. Accord White v. West Pub’g Corp., 29 F. Supp. 3d 396 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (transformative fair use for West and Lexis to make comprehensive databases of filed legal briefs.); Stern v. Does, 978 F. Supp. 2d 1031, 1045 (C.D. Cal. 2011) (transformative fair use to forward email because “By forwarding the post in e-mails, they conveyed the fact of the post rather than its underlying message.”); Jartech, Inc. v. Clancy, 666 F. 2d 403, 407 (9th Cir. 1982) (fair use to copy films “not for subsequent use and enjoyment, but for evidence to be used” in litigation).

43. Cf Drassinower, supra note 13, at 102 (“The defendant escapes liability not because her unauthorized use is fair but because it is not a use.”).
of those images to users in response to search queries.\footnote{Perfect 10, Inc. v. Amazon.com, Inc., 508 F.3d 1146 (9th Cir. 2007); accord Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 811 (9th Cir. 2002); Field v. Google Inc., 412 F. Supp. 2d 1106 (D. Nev. 2006).} This, the court held, was a transformative fair use, even though the thumbnails were exact replicas of the full-size images. “Although an image may have been created originally to serve an entertainment, aesthetic, or informative function, a search engine transforms the image into a pointer directing a user to a source of information.”\footnote{Id. at 1165.} Note how search users are understood as readers. Google gives them access to the plaintiff’s expressive works, but in the act of using Google search they are near-automatons. They follow a “pointer” supplied by an “electronic reference tool”;\footnote{Id. Cf. Kelly, 336 F.3d at 819 (describing search engine’s purpose as “improving access to information on the internet [rather than] artistic expression”).} any aesthetic appreciation is suspended until they arrive at their destination and admire the full-sized image in its original context. The court is able to elide the human audience by downplaying its humanity.\footnote{Field v. Google is an interesting contrast. It dealt with Google’s cache of archived webpages, and its fair use analysis emphasizes the interactive, mentally intense research tasks that users can make using the archived copies, including observing changes in a webpage over time and “understand[ing] why a page was responsive to their original query,” Field, 412 F. Supp. at 1118–19.}

A similar move is visible in \textit{A.V. ex rel. Vanderhye v. iParadigms}.\footnote{562 F.3d 630 (4th Cir. 2009).} There, high-school students were required to submit their essays to a plagiarism-detection service, Turnitin. The essays were checked for suspicious similarity to essays already in the database, then retained to be checked against future essays. This, the court held, was a transformative fair use because Turnitin’s use was “completely unrelated to expressive content.”\footnote{Id. at 640.} The court emphasized Turnitin’s use of robotic readers in a sentence that does not stand up to close reading: “The archived student works are stored as digital code, and employees of iParadigms do not read or review the archived works.”\footnote{Id. at 634.} The first half of this statement is trivially true: \textit{any} work stored on a computer is stored as “digital code.” And the
second half should be irrelevant: if checking for plagiarism really is a transformative use, it shouldn’t matter whether the comparisons are carried out by Turnitin’s computers or its employees.

One of the Google Books cases, Authors Guild v. Google, takes the idea even further.\(^{51}\) Google’s database of millions of scanned books supports a comprehensive search engine. In holding that the database is a "highly transformative" use, the court adopted Perfect 10’s "pointer" theory: "Google Books . . . uses snippets of text to act as pointers directing users to a broad selection of books."\(^{52}\) Beyond that, it enables new uses in the "digital humanities" such as analyzing trends in word usage over time.\(^{53}\) But these uses do not count as infringements. To quote the court, "Google Books does not supersede or supplant books because it is *not a tool to be used to read books."\(^{54}\)

Another strand of the Google Books litigation—against Google’s partner libraries—gets at this idea indirectly.\(^{55}\) The authors had argued that the libraries’ database of digitized books created a security risk that hackers would break in and copy the books. The court disagreed, describing the risk as "hypothetical" and "speculative."\(^{56}\) Note the framing. It was undisputed that there were at least four different physical instantiations of millions of books. But those copies did not count because there was no evidence in the record that any humans were likely to read them. To similar effect is the District Court's opinion in Cambridge University Press v. Becker, which held that uploading book excerpts to a university’s electronic reserves site was a non-infringing *de minimis* use where no students ever


\(^{52}\) *Id* at 291.


\(^{54}\) Authors Guild v. Google, 954 F. Supp. 2d at 291 (emphasis added).

\(^{55}\) Authors Guild, Inc. v. HathiTrust, 755 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2014).

\(^{56}\) *Id.* at 100–01.
downloaded those excerpts. If a copy falls in the forest and no humans are there to hear it, the sound is non-infringing. Bulk non-expressive uses are fair uses.

When we talk about non-expressive uses, we should perhaps refer to them by another name: non-human uses. They are uses in which we as people, when we take part in them at all, suspend our human capacities. The now-rejected Google Books settlement inadvertently captured this idea when it defined (permissible) “Non-Consumptive Research” as “research in which computational analysis is performed on one or more Books, but not research in which a researcher reads or displays substantial portions of a Book to understand the intellectual content presented within the Book.”

You can only read this book if you don’t understand anything in it.

Perhaps you have seen the tension. We have created a two-tracked copyright law: one for human readers and one for robots. Uses involving human readers receive close and exacting scrutiny to make sure that no market belonging to the copyright owner is being preempted. Uses involving robotic readers are fast-tracked for fair use.

A pair of recent cases illustrates the difficulty. Both involve news monitoring services. Meltwater scrapes news articles from 162,000 websites, indexes them, and delivers alerts to its customers when new stories appear on particular topics. TVEyes does the same for television and radio news from 1,400 stations.

In both cases, news media plaintiffs argued that the services were infringing republishers of copyrighted news stories; both services defended themselves by arguing that they were search en-

57. Cambridge University Press v. Becker, 863 F. Supp. 2d 1190, 1245–46, 1247, 1249, 1251, 1252, 1253, 1265, 1298, 1314, 1337 (N.D. Ga. 2012), rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Cambridge University Press v. Patton, 769 F.3d 1232 (11th Cir. 2014). An instructive contrast is Ringgold v. Black Entertainment Television, Inc., 126 F.3d 70, 76–77 (2d Cir. 1997), which held that an out-of-focus poster visible in the background of a sitcom episode for a total of 26.75 seconds was not a de minimis use. The poster was visible only fleetingly, but it was still visible to the human audience—and that makes all the difference.

58. Amended Settlement Agreement § 1.93, Authors Guild v. Google, No. 05-cv-8136 (Nov. 13, 2009).


gines. Both cases turned on fair use; Meltwater was nontransformative and lost,\textsuperscript{61} while TVEyes was transformative and won.\textsuperscript{62} The difference between Meltwater and TVEyes consists not in their facts—which, while in theory distinguishable, are in truth uncomfortably close—but in the different way they conceptualize what these aggregation services do. The court in Meltwater sees Meltwater as a service for human readers; it helps them organize and optimize their consumption of news.\textsuperscript{63} The court in TVEyes sees TVEyes as a digital service whose operations are at heart non-human.\textsuperscript{64} Watching a thousand channels full-time forever is a task that is so far beyond the capacity of any person that it is simply different in kind.\textsuperscript{65} Take that, John Henry.

C. Beyond Fair Use

I have dwelt at length on transformative fair use, because it seems to me that the pattern here is the clearest and most dramatic. But something similar is at work in other parts of copyright doctrine. Activities that copyright forbids to humans escape its notice when they are carried out by robots.

Consider the history of how copyright has treated works and copies created to be read by robots. That history goes back surprisingly far, because the nineteenth century had copyright-infringing robots, too: player pianos. In a string of cases culminating in 1908’s \textit{White-Smith Music Publishing Co. v. Apollo Co.},\textsuperscript{66} the courts held that the perforated paper rolls

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{Meltwater}, 931 F. Supp. 2d at 552.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{TVEyes}, 2014 WL 4444043, at *7–11.
  \item \textsuperscript{63} \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{Meltwater}, 931 F Supp. 2d at 552 (quoting Meltwater marketing materials as saying “your news is delivered in easy to read morning and/or afternoon reports.”)
  \item \textsuperscript{64} \textit{See, e.g.}, \textit{TVEyes}, 2014 WL 4444043, at *11. (“Thus, without TVEyes, this information cannot otherwise be gathered and searched. That, in and of itself, makes TVEyes' purpose transformative . . .”). \textit{Accord White v. West Pub’g Corp.}, 29 F. Supp. 3d 396, 399 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (copying legal briefs to create an “interactive legal research tool” was fair use).
  \item \textsuperscript{65} \textit{Id.} “(Meltwater aggregated content already available to the individual user who was willing to perform enough searches and cull enough results on the Internet. . . . TVEyes, however, creates a database of otherwise unavailable content. TVEyes is the only service that creates a database of \textit{everything} that television channels broadcast, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{66} 209 U.S. 1 (1908).
\end{itemize}
used by player pianos were not infringing “copies within the meaning of the copyright act.” Their reasoning was explicitly anthropocentric: the piano rolls were “part of a machine” rather than being “addressed to the eye.” Unlike sheet music that humans can make sense of, the rolls could be read only by robots: they “[c]onvey[ed] no meaning . . . to the eye of even an expert musician.” The Supreme Court rhetorically asked whether Congress could have meant to subject mere “instruments” like music box cylinders and phonograph records to copyright.

The next year, Congress did, because of course player pianos produce sounds for the human ear even if their rolls are not addressed to the human eye. The 1909 Copyright Act extended the copyright owner’s exclusive rights to “any form of record in which the thought of an author may be recorded and from which it may be read or reproduced.” But the idea persisted that copies intended to be read by machines were subordinate to copies intended to be read by humans. The 1909 Act subjected these “mechanical reproductions” to a statutory compulsory license, one that endures today. Even when they directly facilitate human reading, copies for robots have second-class status in copyright’s ontology.

Something similar happened with computer software. Programs are written by humans to be read by robots: romantic authorship without romantic readership. This creates a conceptual barrier to software copyright

67. Id. at 18;
69. Id.
71. White-Smith, 209 U.S. at 17–18. Note the dual meaning of “instrument” — it is both something that produces music, and something that is merely a means for accomplishing a task.
72. Copyright Act of 1909, Pub. L. No. 60–349, §1(e), 35 Stat. 1075, 1075–76. The 1976 act embraced this principle: a work is “fixed” in a “copy” when it can be “can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device.” 17 U.S.C. § 101. The first word in this definition — “perceived” — shows that the link to human perception remains. A work is fixed only when humans could ultimately perceive it, even if indirectly.
73. 1909 Act, § 1(e).
74. 17 U.S.C. § 115. It has been joined by other statutory licenses directed at robots. See id. § 112 (“ephemeral” copies made by broadcasters); id. § 114 (“noninteractive” digital audio transmissions); id. § 116 (jukeboxes).
over and above the usual debates about authorship and economics. Thus, in dissent from the Commission on New Technological Uses (CONTU) report recommending copyright protection for computer software, commissioner and novelist John Hersey argued that programs “eventually become an essential part of the machinery” of a computer, are not “intelligible to a human being” and “are not designed to be read by anyone.” He concluded that software copyright meant “affording copyright protection to a labor-saving mechanical device.” His colleague the copyright scholar Melville Nimmer suggested that “it may prove desirable to limit copyright protection for software to those computer programs which produce works which themselves qualify for copyright protection” — that is, to programs which emit something human audiences would recognize as authorial expression. Another line of defense was that only source code — the human-written and human-intelligible texts written by programmers — should be eligible for copyright protection, but not the object code actually executed by computers.

These categorical arguments against software copyright have not fared well; it is clear today that computer programs are proper copyrightable

75. The major doctrinal problem for authorship is that much of what goes into a computer program is heavily influenced or even dictated by functional constraints. On the authorship and policy questions, compare, e.g., Arthur R. Miller, Copyright Protection for Computer Programs, Databases, and Computer-Generated Works: Is Anything New Since CONTU, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 977 (1993) (for), with Pamela Samuelson, CONTU Revisited: The Case Against Copyright Protection for Computer Programs in Machine-Readable Form, 1984 Duke L.J. 663 (against).


77. Id. at 29.

78. Id. at 30.

79. Id.

80. Id. at 27 (Nimmer, Comm’r, concurring).

81. See, e.g., Williams Electronics, Inc. v. Artic Intern., Inc., 685 F.2d 870, 876–77 (rejecting defendant’s theory that “a ‘copy’ must be intelligible to human beings”).

82. The Commission’s report rejected Hersey and Nimmer’s misgivings, reasoning that a computer program in computer memory “still exists in a form from which a human-readable version may be produced,” regardless of what the program does. National Commission on New Technological Uses, supra note 76 at 22. Even for the commission at its most expansive, man was still the measure of all things.
subject matter\textsuperscript{83} and that running a program creates a potentially infringing copy.\textsuperscript{84} The debates in the courts instead mostly turn on case-by-case questions of which specific aspects of a particular program are copyrighted.\textsuperscript{85} This might seem to count against the argument that robotic reading is non-infringing. But consider this: Congress carved out (albeit inartfully) an exception for copies of computer programs “created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer program in conjunction with a machine and . . . used in no other manner.”\textsuperscript{86} The idea that robot-only copying is different lives on. More fundamentally, it is these broad rules—programs are copyrightable and running a program infringes the reproduction right—that have made it necessary to invoke fair use as a defense in technological cases. The story told above about transformative fair use is the story of how the courts used fair use to shield robotic reading from liability that would otherwise attach. Exempting robots entirely would have led to the \textit{White-Smith} problem: uses indisputably intended for human eyes would escape scrutiny. The two-step of broad infringement and broad fair use draws the line instead between robot-only and robot-plus-human uses.

Copyright embraces the rule that robotic reading does not count in many other contexts, as well. Here are a few.

\textit{Volitional Conduct}: “[S]omething more must be shown than mere ownership of a machine used by others to make illegal copies” to hold a defen-

\textsuperscript{83} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.}; Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240, 1248 (3d Cir. 1983) (rejecting argument that “copyrightability depends on a communicative function to individuals”).

\textsuperscript{84} MAI Sys. Corp. v. Peak Computer, Inc., 991 F2d 511 (9th Cir. 1993). \textit{But see} Cartoon Network LP, LLLP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F. 3d 121, 129–30 (2d Cir. 2008) (data held in computer memory for 1.2 seconds is not sufficiently “embodied” for “a period of more than transitory duration” to infringe).


\textsuperscript{86} 17 U.S.C. \textsection117(a)(1).
dant directly liable as an infringer.” 87 The defendant must have “some aspect of volition and meaningful causation — as distinct from passive ownership and management of an electronic Internet facility.” 88 Unlike the transformative fair use defense, which fully excuses an otherwise-infringing act, the volitional conduct doctrine is a rule of attribution: it decides which of several possible defendants should be treated as a direct infringer. But it still offers strong advantages to defendants who can invoke it, because copyright’s various secondary liability tests are far more protective of defendants than its “strict liability” direct infringement test. 89 The result is another strong pressure to automate. Employees can have volition; computers cannot. It is not a coincidence that the volitional conduct defense arises only in cases involving computers.


89. Compare A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239 F.3d 1004, 1019 (9th Cir. 2001) (contributory copyright liability requires both knowledge of both the infringing activity and a material contribution to it), id. at 1022 (vicarious copyright liability requires both the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and a direct financial interest in it), Metro-Goldyn-Mayer Studios Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd., 545 U.S. 913, 919 (2003) (inducement copyright liability requires both the intent to promote infringement and “clear expression or other affirmative steps taken to foster infringement”), and Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 442 (1984) (the sale of copying equipment cannot give rise to contributory liability where the device is “capable of substantial noninfringing uses”), with Jacobs v. Memphis Convention and Visitors Bureau, 710 F. Supp. 2d 663, 677 n.21 (stating, in a direct infringement case, “Copyright infringement, however, is at its core a strict liability cause of action, and copyright law imposes liability even in the absence of an intent to infringe the rights of the copyright holder.”), and Fred Fisher, Inc. v. Dillingham, 298 F. 145, 148 (S.D.N.Y. 1924) (Learned Hand, J.) (holding that defendant could be liable for copying the plaintiff’s song without realizing it because “Once it appears that another has in fact used the copyright as the source of his production, he has invaded the author's rights. It is no excuse that in so doing his memory has played him a trick.”).
Online Intermediaries: The safe harbor for online content hosts in Section 512 of the Copyright Act draws on the same ideas. The safe harbor is available only to “a provider of online services or network access”\textsuperscript{90} and only when the provider “does not have actual knowledge”\textsuperscript{91} of infringement and “is not aware of facts or circumstances from which infringing activity is apparent.”\textsuperscript{92} Again, these tests encourage automation. The threshold condition makes the safe harbor inapplicable if an enterprise doesn’t use computers. Once it does, the knowledge tests discourage it from looking too closely at what those computers are doing, lest it acquire the kind of knowledge that could lead it to lose the safe harbor’s protections.\textsuperscript{93} YouTube’s ContentID system for detecting infringing uploads is the logical extrapolation of this trend: a wholly automated system that takes humans out of the loop completely.\textsuperscript{94} The 512(a) safe harbor for network operators is even more dramatic: it applies only to “an automatic technical process” that operates only as “an automatic response.”\textsuperscript{95} No humans need apply.

Takedown Notices: The same is true on the other side of the takedown wars. Copyright owners can in theory face liability if they send takedown notices falsely alleging that “material or activity is infringing.”\textsuperscript{96} But since the test for liability is whether one “knowingly materially misrepresents,” a copyright owner who avoids knowing that a dodgy notice is false can send it without fear.\textsuperscript{97} To be sure, a copyright owner may not simply fire off takedown notices without considering defenses such as fair use.\textsuperscript{98} But since the standard for forming the necessary “good faith belief” of infringement

\textsuperscript{90} 17 U.S.C. § 512(k)(1)(B).
\textsuperscript{91} Id. § 512(c)(1)(A)(i).
\textsuperscript{92} Id. § 512(c)(1)(A)(ii).
\textsuperscript{93} For a more sophisticated discussion of when it makes sense to impute knowledge to the operator of a program, see Samir Chopra & Lawrence F. White, A Legal Theory for Autonomous Artificial Agents 71–118 (2011).
\textsuperscript{94} See generally How Content ID Works, YouTube, http://perma.cc/DLJ3-YWVG.
\textsuperscript{95} 17 U.S.C. § 512(a).
\textsuperscript{96} Id. § 512(f)(1).
\textsuperscript{97} Id. § 512(f).
is subjective rather than objective, any review process at all will suffice. The incentives are obvious. Use robots to identify potentially infringing material, casting as wide a net as possible, then pass the results by humans for a review so cursory there is no risk they will notice they are sending a takedown notice for papers by Professor Peter Usher rather than songs by Usher the musician. A heavily automated process is far less risky than one in which humans provide meaningful review; indeed, it is best to reduce the humans’ cognitive role to the point that their intervention is indistinguishable from a cricket jumping up and down on a mouse button. In a *reductio ad absurdum* of this process, laser printers have received takedown notices—robots accusing each other of copyright infringement.

Compare this attitude toward robotic readership with copyright’s treatment of robotic authorship; the scholarly consensus is that computers can’t be authors, either. The (human) programmer might be an author; the (human) user might be an author, but not the program that connects them. Pamela Samuelson argued in 1986 that computers have not been and should not be treated as authors because they do not need incentives to create. Ralph Clifford similarly argued in 1997 that because computer programs cannot be “authors” in a statutory sense, computer-created

---

99. Rossi v. Motion Picture Ass’n of Am., 391 F. 3d 1000, 1004–05 (9th Cir. 2004).
101. See, e.g., Disney Enterprises Inc. v. Hotfile Corp., No. 11–cv-20427, at 31, 97 (S.D. Fla. Sept. 20, 2013) (describing DMCA takedown issuance process in which “relied on computer automation to execute programs and did not involve human review of the file titles, page names or other overt characteristics” but declining to rule on existence of a duty for human review because of evidence that movie studio “intentionally targeted files it knew it had no right to remove”), available at http://perma.cc/V373-L6VE.
works are uncopyrightable. And in 2012, Annmarie Bridy added that our copyright system “cannot vest ownership of the copyright” in a computer that “has no legal personhood.” Bridy recommends using the “legal fiction” of the work-made-for-hire doctrine to avoid the conceptual issues: find a person and attribute to them ownership of a work they did not actually write. Robot readers can’t infringe, and we won’t let robots be authors, either.

Copyright is not the only field of law to flirt with the idea that what happens in silicon stays in silicon. Google has defended itself against privacy lawsuits by claiming that when it targets email to Gmail users, only computers rather than humans “read” users’ emails. The NSA has done likewise in arguing that it does not “acquire” private communications unless and until an employee reads them. The rise of high-speed trading algorithms raises uncomfortable questions about whether a computer can have the requisite mental state to “knowingly” engage in market manipu-


106. Bridy, supra note 105, ¶ 66. Cf. id., ¶ 67 (discussing analogous approaches under U.K., New Zealand, and Irish law, according to which “copyright vests as a matter of law in a party who is not the author-in-fact”).

107. See also Evan H. Farr, Copyrightability of Computer-Created Works, 15 Rutgers Computer & Tech. L.J. 63, 79 (1989) (“Giving authorship rights to a computer, however, is absurd . . . .”). The demands copyright makes of human authors, on the other hand, are notoriously minimal. See, e.g., Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, 191 F.2d 99, 102–03 (2d Cir. 1951) (“All that is needed to satisfy both the Constitution and the statute is that the ‘author’ contributed something more than a "merely trivial" variation, something recognizably his own. Originality in this context means little more than a prohibition of actual copying. No matter how poor artistically the ‘author’s’ addition, it is enough if it be his own”).


or to enter into an “agreement” to fix prices. And Swiss authorities didn’t bother trying to sort out the philosophical questions posed by a drug-buying robot; they simply seized the robot. But to my knowledge, copyright is the only field of law to so thoroughly and whole-heartedly embrace the idea that robots simply do not count.

III. Posthuman Copyright

Copyright ignores robots. This choice is entirely consistent with copyright’s theory of the romantic reader. It is amply supported by fair use doctrine. And it yields sensible results in the cases that have come before the courts. But there is something unsettling about a rule of law that regulates humans and gives robots free rein.

Most immediately, it encourages people and businesses to outsource their reading. To the extent that the rule depends on the inhuman scale of robotic reading, it also encourages them to scale up their copying. Re-broadcast one radio station for humans and you’re an infringer; copy a thousand TV stations for computers and you’re a fair use hero.

This pressure to use robots is indifferent to whether people use robots for good or for ill. It is easy to see the value of digital humanities research. But not all robotic reading is so benign, and the logic of nonexpressive use encourages the circulation of copyrighted works in an underground robotic economy. Take spambots, which profligately recycle everything


114. Compare Infinity Broad. Corp. v. Kirkwood, 150 F. 3d 104, 106 (2d Cir. 1998) (infringement to enable “subscribers (for a fee) to listen over the telephone to contemporaneous radio broadcasts in remote cities”), with TV Eyes, 2014 WL 4444043, at *11 (not infringement to create “a database of everything that television channels broadcast, twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.”).
from Shakespeare to sports stories into a semantic soup designed to trick other robots—spam filters—into showing their emails to a human user.\(^\text{115}\)

If we take the robotic-reader cases at face value, spam filters are noninfringing fair users—and so are spambots.\(^\text{116}\) Perhaps copyright is the wrong tool for stopping spam,\(^\text{117}\) but a rule of law giving spambots free rein is certainly an odd consequence of robotic readership.

The paradox goes deeper. By valorizing robotic reading, copyright doctrine denigrates human reading. A transformative fair use test that categorically exempt robots means that a digital humanist can skim a million books with abandon while a humanist who reads a few books closely must pay full freight for hers. Romantic readership therefore discourages the personal engagement with a work that it claims to value. Copyright’s expressive message here—robots good, humans bad—is the exact opposite of the one it means to convey.

Indeed, by embracing robotic reading, copyright may also change the nature of human reading. Robotic reading is a form of automation, and as such it must confront familiar critiques of automation’s effects on humans.\(^\text{118}\) Ask a spell-checker to do your proofreading for you often enough and your own ability to proofread will atrophy from disuse.\(^\text{119}\) Google Translate reads superficially and in fragments; its translations aren’t great but they’re good enough to make professional translators worried.
about the future of their profession. CAPTCHAS and Amazon Mechanical Turk ask humans to read like robots: superficially, repetitively, and in microscopic bursts. None of these possible futures of reading is particularly appealing from the standpoint of romantic readership.

Or look even further ahead. Copyright’s tolerant attitude towards robotic reading has fueled a global effort to make communications


robot-readable. All human expression is “grist for the data mill.” We are teaching robots to write like us and read like us, sometimes for our own edification or entertainment, sometimes as a side effect of the global struggle of all against algorithm for aggregated slivers of human attention. Already computers can compose music and write news stories. What if there comes a day when they have no further need of our creative facilities at all, when robots are superintelligent, surpassing human cognitive abilities as we surpass banana slugs?

Superintelligent computers would pose an existential risk to humanity; an entity with such immense cognitive resources would have the ability to kill all humans. A superintelligent artificial intelligence


124. Sag, Orphan Works, supra note 22. The “mill” metaphor has interesting historical echoes. Cf. Herman Melville, The Paradise of Bachelors and the Tartarus of Maids, HARPER’S, April 1855, at 670 (short story describing the “rows of blank-looking girls” who work at a mill characterized by “metallic necessity [and] unbudging fatality”; the girls make the machinery into “[t]heir own executioners; themselves whetting the very swords that slay them.”). Melville’s mill was a paper-mill, producing “only blank paper; no printing of any sort” – the raw material for writing. Melville’s maids bear more than a passing resemblance to Google’s page-turners. See Wilson, supra note 121.


128. See, e.g., Bill Joy, Why the Future Doesn’t Need Us, WIRED, Apr. 2000 (“[W]e are on the cusp of the further perfection of extreme evil . . .”).

129. See, e.g., Stuart Armstrong, Smarter than Us: The Rise of Machine Intelligence (2014) (“Imagine yourself as the AI . . . working so fast that you have a subjective year of thought for every second in the outside world. How hard would it be to overcome the obstacles that slow, dumb humans – who look like silly bears from your perspective – put in your way?”); Eliezer Yudkowsky, Artificial Intelligence as a Positive and Negative Factor in Global Risk, in GLOBAL CATASTROPHIC RISKS 308 (Nick Bostrom & Milan Ćirković eds. 2008); David Chalmers, The Singularity: A Philosophical Analysis, 17 JOURNAL CONSCIOUSNESS STUD. 7 (2010); Bostrom, supra note 127, at 115–26.
wouldn’t even need to bear humanity any ill will to wipe us out as a side effect of pursuing whatever goals it had been programmed with. A traffic-optimizing AI could eliminate traffic jams forever covering the entire surface of the planet with highways. The great practical challenge of superintelligence is to solve the secondary problem of how to control a superintelligent entity and direct it to goals humans can broadly agree on—and to solve it before someone solves the primary problem of actually making a superintelligent entity.

So, we might ask, who decided it would be a good idea to give artificial intelligence researchers free rein over humanity’s complete creative output? It is easy to see how bulk non-expressive copying promotes pro-

130. See, e.g., Bostrom, supra note 127, at 120, 123 (illustrating problem in terms of of “paperclip AI” that maximizes paperclip production “by converting first the Earth and then increasingly large chunks of the observable universe into paperclips” and of “perverse instantiation” in which an artificial intelligence with the goal of making humans smile “[p]aralyze[s] human facial musculatures into constant beaming smiles”). Both examples suffer from a failure to specify the superintelligent agent’s goals with sufficient precision—a surprisingly hard task. See also Stephen M. Omohundro, The Nature of Self-Improving Artificial Intelligence (2008), https://perma.cc/Y5DF-UNV3 (arguing that regardless of its goals an artificial intelligence will be driven to acquire resources, use them efficiently, preserve its ability to achieve its goals, and take unexpectedly creative routes to all of the above).

131. The hypothetical is loosely drawn from Lawrence B. Solum, Artificial Meaning, 89 Wash. L. Rev. 69 (2014) (describing hypothetical intelligent traffic-management AI).

132. See generally Eliezer Yudkowsky, Creating Friendly AI 1.0: The Analysis and Design of Benevolent Goal Architectures (2001); Bostrom, supra note 129; Armstrong, supra note 127. Yudkowsky, Bostrom, and Armstrong are deeply worried about the control problem and humanity’s prospects. In a nutshell, there are good reasons to think that any technical limitations on a superintelligent agent, such as keeping it in a “box” disconnected from the outside world, are likely to fail, given its ability to plan and to conceal those plans from the people it interacts with. Bostrom, supra note 125, at 129–31. That means the only plausible way to harness it for human good is to give it goals that are compatible with human conceptions of the good, so that its motivations coincide with humanity’s. In other words, solve the fundamental philosophical problem of morality, do so in a way that can be formalized well enough to be encoded in software, and do so in a way that humans will broadly agree on. No biggie. See generally Eliezer Yudkowsky, Coherent Extrapolated Volition, Singularity Inst. (2004), http://perma.cc/6KDR-ZHDJ (offering a meta-ethical approach to the problem). For more optimistic takes on the control problem, see Kurzweil, supra note 127; John O. McGinnis, Accelerating Democracy: Transforming Governance Through Technology (2013). For an outsider’s survey of the superintelligence debates, see James Barrat, Our Final Invention (2013).
gress in artificial intelligence.\footnote{133} It is much harder to articulate any kind of connection between such copying and the kind of research needed to guarantee that a superintelligence respects human goals. So copyright policy here arguably increases the chances that humanity will meet a sudden, violent, and extremely unpleasant end.\footnote{134}

This suggestion is necessarily rather tentative, because speculation about superintelligence is highly speculative even by the speculative standards of speculation. Whether and how it will arise is subject to fundamental uncertainties;\footnote{135} if it does come, the future will be “essentially strange

---

\footnote{133}{\textit{See, e.g.}, Alon Halevy, Peter Norvig, & Fernando Pereira, \textit{The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Data}, \textit{IEEE Intelligent Sys}, Mar./Apr. 2009, at 8 (discussing advantages of applying statistical methods to immense natural-language datasets).}

\footnote{134}{Not everyone thinks that the replacement of human beings by artificial beings would be a bad thing. \textit{See, e.g.}, Hans Moravec, \textit{Mind Children} 1–2 (1988) (“We humans will benefit for a time from their labors, but sooner or later, like natural children, they will seek their own fortunes while we, their aged parents, silently fade away . . . . When that happens, our DNA will find itself out of a job, having lost the evolutionary race to a new kind of competition.”).}

\footnote{135}{\textit{See} Bostrom, \textit{supra} note 127, at 1–104.}
and different.”136 But once we start talking about how copyright applies to the actions of computer programs, we really ought to follow the arguments however far they lead. By encouraging robotic reading, copyright law puts its thumb on the scale on the side of a world where there are nothing but robotic readers.137 It’s a big scale, and copyright’s thumb is small—
but still. Which of the four fair use factors includes “existential risk to humanity?”  

Perhaps the problem is romantic readership itself. Consider a slightly less dramatic possible future, one in which artificial intelligence improves only to the point that robotic readers have roughly human-level capabilities and regularly pass the Turing Test. Romantic readership would ask whether these robots have subjective experiences of works of authorship. But subjective experiences are by definition subjective; they are empirically inaccessible to anyone but the person experiencing them. The rest of us can observe an entity’s behavior and ask it questions, but there is no test that can reveal the presence or absence of a personal reaction of an individual reader upon a work, and there will never be one. So romantic readership asks a question no one will ever be able to answer.

From a more utilitarian perspective, there are principled reasons why passing the Turing Test might be good enough for copyright law – even if you believe that robots do not and never will have subjective


139. See Alan M. Turing, Computing Machinery and Intelligence, 59 Mind 433, 433 (1950), reprinted in The Turing Test: Verbal Behavior as the Hallmark of Intelligence 67 (Stuart Shieber, ed. 2004). In one of Turing’s examples, a subject is asked to write a sonnet, id. at 434, while in another, the subject discusses Shakespearean prosody, id. at 446, so the Turing Test puts both authorship and readership in play.

140. This is a crucial point about the Turing Test: it makes the question of whether machines think empirically tractable by rephrasing it in behavioral terms,. Cf F. Patrick Hubbard, Do Androids Dream: Personhood and Intelligent Artifacts, 83 Temp. L. Rev. 405 (2010) (proposing behavioral standard of self-consciousness for legal personhood because “The behavioral standard adopted herein sidesteps the issue . . . by focusing on behavior that indicates self-consciousness, rather than on metaphysical questions concerning the nature of our self-consciousness.”).

experiences.\textsuperscript{142} As noted above, Pamela Samuelson argued against granting copyrights to computer programs on the basis that they do not need and cannot respond to copyright’s incentives for creativity. In a world where robots regularly pass the Turing Test, Samuelson’s incentives point can be turned around. Robots that can act indistinguishably from humans can also be expected to respond indistinguishably from them in response to legal pressures.\textsuperscript{143} A robot that says it cares about not being sanctioned for copying without permission and acts accordingly is a robot that can effectively be deterred from copying.\textsuperscript{144} To the extent that this deterrence advances or inhibits social policies humans care about, such as providing public access to works through appropriate incentives for authors, copyright consequentialists should make the decision on that basis. At the end of the day, romantic readership does not take robotic readership seriously—but we should.

\textsuperscript{142} There are philosophical arguments directed to showing that no robot could ever be conscious. See, e.g., John R. Searle, \textit{Minds, Brains, and Programs}, 3 \textit{Behavioral \\& Brain Sci.} 417, \textit{reprinted in The Turing Test}, supra note 139, at 201. But there are counterarguments directed to showing that the entire question is a red herring. See Lawrence B. Solum, \textit{Legal Personhood for Artificial Intelligences}, 70 \textit{N. Cal. L. Rev.} 1231, 1282 (1992) (discussing extent to which these philosophical disagreements bear on “pragmatic” questions of choosing the appropriate legal rule and arguing that “the lack of real intentionality would not make much difference if it became useful for us to treat AIs as intentional systems in our daily lives.”). The problem with romantic authorship and romantic readership may be that they are so disconnected from the pragmatic questions a copyright system actually faces that they do not provide useful guidance, either in the mine-run of cases today or in the more speculative cases of the future.

\textsuperscript{143} See Daniel C. Dennett, \textit{The Intentional Stance} 29 (1989) (discussing arguments for attributing beliefs to entities on the basis of their behavior); Chopra \& White, supra note 93 (applying Dennett’s theory to artificially intelligent entities in legal contexts); Solum, supra note 142, at 1269 (“If the practical thing to do with an AI one encountered in ordinary life was to treat it as an intentional system, then the contrary intuition generated by Searle’s Chinese Room would not cut much legal ice.”). For a particularly detailed and sophisticated treatment of the consequences of applying the intentional stance to computer systems, see Giovanni Sartor, \textit{Cognitive Automata And The Law}, 17 \textit{Artificial Intelligence \\& L.} 253 (2006).

\textsuperscript{144} Similarly, treating robots as potential authors could increase the supply of works because a robot that says it cares about being rewarded for its creativity and acts accordingly is a robot that can be incentivized to create. An early version of this argument can be found in Karl F. Jr. Milde, \textit{Can a Computer Be and Author or an Inventor}, 51 \textit{J. Pat. Off. Soc’y} 378, 390 (1969).
Conclusion

Robotic readers are here and walk among us. Indeed, if you count by the total number of words read, robotic reading is now overwhelming more common than human. Search engines crawl the Internet ceaselessly, reading hundreds of millions of obscure pages from start to finish, again and again and again. Quietly, almost invisibly, copyright law has accommodated itself to these robotic readers. The rule is surprising. Robotic readers get a free pass under the copyright laws. Copyright is for humans only.

My point is not that there is something wrong with this result; doctrinally, it strikes me as impeccably correct in the cases that have come before the courts. Rather, paying attention to robotic readership refocuses our attention on the really fundamental questions: what is copyright, and what is it for? To say that human readers count and robots don’t is to say something deep about the nature of reading as a social practice, and about what we want robots – and humans – to be.